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***** Print on Demand *****. African President s Daughter is the incredible memoir of Dr. Iyabo
Obasanjo, the daughter of a prominent African statesman. Dr. Obasanjo begins with her heartwrenching account of enduring a childhood with a chauvinist father engrossed in selfadvancement to the detriment of his wife and children. Readers will find the personal accounts of
Dr. Obasanjo nearly being killed in an assassination attempt and facing harassment from the
government officials because of her status as the female daughter of the president. Dr. Obasanjo
chronicles her path into her own political career, the many challenges of being a female politician
in Nigeria, and the joys of overcoming obstacles. She gives readers her unique perspective on Africa
and its developmental issues acquired through her life and education. The result is a memoir that is
inspiring, entertaining, and educational. About the Author Dr. Iyabo Obasanjo teaches public health
at the College of William and Mary in Virginia. In 2016 she was the Thomas Bahnson and Anne
Basset Stanley Professor of Ethics and Integrity at the Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, Virginia.
From June 2007 to June 2011, Dr....
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Reviews
This publication is great. It really is packed with knowledge and wisdom Your daily life period will probably be transform when you complete reading this
article book.
-- Wilfor d Metz
A superior quality book along with the font employed was exciting to see. It is one of the most amazing book i have got read through. You wont really feel
monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for about in the event you ask me).
-- Sa ntina Sa nfor d
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